being the vector between the two molecular centers of mass. To obtain 2 2 from (6.33), we also need b 2 , which we quote from paper I, Eq. (4.16):
The subtraction of 2b 2 2 1 from 2' 2 then yields 2 2
:
By analogy to Eq. (4.10), we see .that the polarizability_ of the two-molecule system . . for fixed . ~ is
Thus ~2 reduces to the expression:
( (5) We note that !
.defined by
* it is the free energY of the two-molecule system as a function of .g, with the zero of energy taken at R = oo. Eq_uation (5) then becomes
(8)
. this formula states that ~2 is obtained from the increase in polarizl3.bility . per molecule of the two .. molecule sys_tem. over that of an. isolated molecule, integrated oyer all ·~ with a weight given_ by·the low-density corre:J,.ation function.
* R. W. Zwanzig, Phys. Revp 106, 13 (195.7) ._ This paper shows that §C~)
.is the effective intermolecular. interaction-energy in the adi13.batic app~oximation.
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